ConsenSys Announces Truffle Elevate Dublin 2019
First blockchain development workshop and community event of its kind to be held in Ireland

DUBLIN, FEBRUARY 1, 2019 - ConsenSys, the market leading blockchain developer, is proud to bring
Truffle Elevate to Dublin. This three-day blockchain development workshop and community event will
offer developers the opportunity to upskill on Truffle’s blockchain development suite built on Ethereum
and other blockchain / distributed ledger technologies.
Truffle Elevate Dublin 2019 will be held from April 24-26, 2019 at the Science Gallery Dublin.
Truffle Elevate Dublin will feature lectures and workshops hosted by Truffle’s world class developers and
trainers. Attendees will learn how to use Truffle's Ethereum Blockchain Development suite to build
enterprise-level applications and connect more seamlessly to the entire blockchain ecosystem. The
course will also cover smart contract development with Solidity, DApp development workflow with Truffle,
Interface Development with Web3.js and Drizzle, and Security Best Practices.
Attendees will deepen their knowledge, sharpen their development skills, and explore the many ways in
which Truffle tools can enhance their career development . At the end of the workshop, attendees will
receive a certificate of completion.
“Uplifting the blockchain community has been at the core of our business. Without a thriving community,
none of the massive innovations in our industry would be possible.” Tim Coulter, CEO Truffle. “This year,
our goals are to elevate our community’s development skills, empower developers to build streamlined
decentralized applications, and inspire developers to bring their ideas to the world.”
Lory Kehoe, MD at ConsenSys Dublin said, “We look forward to welcoming developers in Ireland and
indeed from Europe to attend our first ever, Truffle Elevate event in Dublin. Truffle Elevate will give
current and aspiring developers the opportunity to get a masterclass on the Truffle Suite, but more
importantly it will give participants an introduction in how to develop enterprise solutions on the Truffle
blockchain suite. A critical area for developers who want to advance their career.”
“We are thrilled that Truffle has chosen to host this developer focused event in Dublin, it validates Ireland
as a developer hub” said Laura Uzcátegui, Women Who Code Organizer, Ireland. “There is a growing
and enthusiastic community of women developers here who will benefit from the workshop to expand
their blockchain skills.”
Registration is now open and early bird discounts are available.
For more information and to register please visit: https://truffleframework.com/events
About Truffle:
Truffle is the most popular blockchain development suite. We enable developers from around the world to
easily build applications on top of Ethereum and other blockchain / distributed ledger technologies.
Our suite consists of three tools that make your development experience sweeter: Truffle, Ganache and
Drizzle. All three tools help speed up development and ensure you only need to focus on one thing: Your
application.

But we’re building more than just tools. We’re building a community of developers who are on the
forefront of an exciting new technology. Our mission is to make developers’ lives easier through tools,
guidance, tutorials, documentation, training and support.
For more information please visit: https://truffleframework.com/events
About ConsenSys:
ConsenSys is a global formation of technologists and entrepreneurs building the infrastructure,
applications, and practices that enable a decentralized world. At the core, ConsenSys is a venture
production studio and blockchain software development consultancy creating decentralized applications
(dApps), enterprise solutions and developer tools for blockchain ecosystems, focused primarily on
Ethereum. Powered by smart contracts and secured through encryption, our solutions provide the
benefits of transparency, auditability, and immutability that are unique to blockchain-based solutions.
For more information please visit: https://consensys.net
Media contacts:
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Additional info:
Hashtag: #ElevateDublin
Eventbrite: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/truffle-elevate-dublin-2019-tickets-53831596755

